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The principal tectonic stress tensor for the area 
with coordinates 41°.8 - 42°.1 N and 22°.9 -
23°.3 S, covering the Kroupnik fault zone, are de
termined. The stress tensor are derived from in-

version of the focal mechanism data (Gephart, 
1990) of 20 earthquakes with magnitudes greater 
than 3 for the time span 1978 - 2000 (Fig. 1 ). The 
method minimizes the differences between the 
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Fig. 1. Sketch for stress tensor derived from inversion of the focal mechanism data; 20 earthquakes, 1978-2000 
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Fig. 2. Data from stress monitoring, Kroupnik Monitoring site 

slip direction computed from the stress tensor 
and the obseiVed slip on each plane of the focal 
mechanisms by an angular rotation (misfit). The 
stress tensor corresponding to the minimum aver
age rotation angle is assumed to be the "best" 
stress tensor for the population of focal mecha
nisms. 

The directions of the principal stress - cr
1
, cr

2 
and cr

3
, maximum, intermediate and minimum 

stress respectively, and the parameter R as a 
measure of the relative stress magnitude, are: 
crl (A= 81°, 8=36°~ cr2 (A=266°, 8=54°~ cr3 
(A= l75°, 8= 8°), R= 0.56 with the misfit of the 
solution 7 .3. The obtained directions of the 
stress tensor show the dominant tension stress 
in the area with approximately N-S orientation. 
The result is in agreement with this reported in 
VanEck and Stoyanov (1966). 

From the results of the geodetic monitoring 
in the region of the Kroupnik fault zone report
ed in Kastreva (1999) we calculate the mean 
horizontal stress tensors according to Frank 
(1966) and Welsch (1983): p = l.08xl0·6, p

2
= 

-0.27x10·6, A= 18° for the who~e network, and p
1 

= 0.89xt0·6, p
2 

= -0.21x1Q·6, A= 16° for the tri-

angles crossing the fault. The results show also 
a dominant tension stress between the points 
located at the two sides of the fault and in the 
area north from the fault (Fig. 2). 

The obtained results confirm the Kroupnik 
fault normal slip as a result of a dominant ten
sion stress in the near N-S direction. 
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